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SUMMARY  
 
Even though, national land is the most important resource of the country, it has been short of 
managing cadastral records and cadastral research. It makes problem such as land occupation 
without permission or using ground illegally. Therefore, disagreement between present using 
condition of land and land category of cadastral record reduces confidence for statistics. The 
reason is that changing the land category to right thing is not requirement as establishing 
social overhead capital (SOC), so most of cadastral arrangements are applied not by 
numerical method but graphical method.  
 
The purpose of this study is managing parcels effectively and makes cadastral statistics 
objective analysis. Because the last goal The Cadastral Resurvey Project is to construct all of 
the land to register numerical cadaster, this study will be based of the cadastral resurvey. 
Finally, established digital information can be element to develop spatial data industry even 
low cost.  
 
In this paper, after suggestion for way of arranging cadastral categories and merging to reduce 
small parcels, establishing the system of researching digital information of national land will 
be discussed. In the last, when the method is combined with The Cadastral Resurvey Project, 
how to create range of national land zoning and solve the problems of adjacent land parcels as 
technical method are analyzed. 
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1.  INTRODUCTION 
 
National land is essential resources, however, department pay no attention to manage 
registering cadastral information. When developing public facilities in territorial works, 
private lands separate into some parcels and among the parcels belongs to public land. At this 
point, none of the belonged to public land, tiny parcels, are hard to be managed without 
register of record. In addition, national land is vulnerable to monitor land use and it produces 
enormous problems such as occupation without permission land abuse and illegal land 
category change. 
Therefore, establishing digital cadastral Information of national land prevents primary 
property from cadastral discrepancy. Since most of land information can be managed and 
registered in digital, it facilitates development of spatial data industry 
 
2. PROBLEMS OF THE CURRENT MANAGEMENT SYSTEM 
 
2.1 Current status of national land 
 
2.1.1 Variation of national land 
 
 
This chapter presents the Current status of national land researched between 2008 and 2012 

by cadastral annual report. This step includes gains and losses in parcels of streets and river. 
The moment of 2008-2012, the area of national territory has grown at an average amount of 
57,537,006 and the parcels have been added 55,357 pieces of land in an average year.  
The area of river increases by 779,934㎡ from 2008 to 2009, by 10,247,643㎡ from 2010 to 

2011 and by 3,659,266㎡ from 2011 to 2012, but only from 2009 to 2010, the area has 
reduced as of 125,407㎡. On the other hands, the parcels of river continuously shot up from 
2008 through 2012 and the amount of parcels reached a pike of 535,381 pieces in 2012. 
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Figure 1 Area and number of parcels variation 
 
According to the Figure 1, these patterns shows the area of national land contains gains and 

losses for 5 years, while the parcels of national land gradually grows up every year. As a 
result, building streets and rivers have not included merging process from original parcels; 
despite cadastral division has made a negative contribution to large numbers of parcels. 
 

2.1.2 Status of land category 
 
This chapter presents status of land category in cadastral record of streets and rivers. The 

data show parcels of streets and rivers of 2,335,983 at all amount of South Korea. In Figure 2, 
it figures at 45 percent to the parcels whose land categories are neither streets nor rivers and 
errors are 32,052. It means that there is enormous discrepancy between exact land use and 
land category from the record accounting for 42 percent and it has an effect on cadastral 
statistics with low confidence at the final outcome.  
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Figure 2 Current status of national lands 
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2.2 Problems of National Land 
 
2.2.1 Surveying on graphical cadastral 
 
Technical advancement continues to make surveying devices and computing tasks achieve a 

breakthrough, but the law of cadaster regulates all personal ownerships in connection with 
role of cadastral survey and cadastral arrangement. Therefore, cadastral survey has maintained 
the old fashioned way of surveying, so problems of graphical cadastral surveying have not 
been solved. In this situation, numerical surveying is not essential for territorial project so that 
project manager doesn’t have to spend money for cadastral confirmation surveying before 
constructing road or street. 
 

2.2.2 Discordance between land use and category 
 
When developing public facilities in territorial works, private lands separate into some 

parcels and the parcels belongs to public land. At this point, none of the belonged to public 
land, very tiny parcels, are hard to be managed and become worthless. After all, divided 
parcels consist of street without changing the land category from farm, orchard, park and 
forest to street which is the exact category. 
 

2.2.3 Inaccuracy of status survey for National land 
 
The land included project area building street or river is difficult to grasp whether it is 

compensated or not for the land cost. These uncompensated lots are assumed over 1billion 
Korean won without precise statistics and it may cause enormous litigation expenses. 
Moreover, national lands have been occupied without permission of government and status 
survey for occupied national land should be made a thorough investigation. 
 

2.2.4 Spatial data sharing infrastructure insufficiency 
 
National property should be shared management departments, but there are lacks of 

infrastructure for national land linked to comprehensive management. As a result, data 
sharing for details of national territories, urban planning information and cadastral 
information is not implemented well in effect on delay of duty. 
 

2.3 The Test Area 
 
In order to figure out current status of cadastral arrangement, the test area is selected as 

River zone called Ara-Baet-Guil. 
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Figure 3 Ara-Baet-Guil of river zone 
 
Despite Ara-Baet-Guil is being used for canal between Seoul and Incheon, it just divided 

into river zone and other zone without changing the cadastral category. The test area is 
composed of 5,756 parcels and only 168 parcels are named river category. The rest parcels 
have paddy, fields, salt pond, lots, plant lots, storage, streets, railways, embankments, a ditch, 
park, religious sites and cemetery. The area of parcels accounts for 5,863,007㎡ and category 
of river’s area is only 351,066㎡. 
 

 
Figure 4 Status of cadastral categories in test area 
 
The figure 4 shows categories in project area are not perfectly arranged to remain original 
categories after finishing the project. 
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3. TEST OF PARCEL ARRANGEMENT 
 
This chapter presents simulation of parcel arrangement with the condition of merger. The 

test area is stream situated in Hwangnyong-myeon, Jangseong-gun, Jeollanam-do, Korea. 
Total amount of parcels 952 in divided region and the sort of land use is various for numerous 
categories without arrangement. 
In cadaster system, merger means combining the different parcels each other. In order to join 

the lands, it is essential for the parcels to be met requirements such that soils must have equal 
scale, owner and land category and be adjacent to each parcel. After merging the parcels, the 
lands decline from 795 to 243 parcels at rate of 30 percent. 
 

 
Figure 5 Experiment of annexing the river zone 
 
Another simulation was implemented about street and the rate of reduction was 50 percent. 

If the rate is applied to streets and rivers over the country, 4,224,071 parcels will be reduced 
to 2,112,036 parcels. In the same way, the amount of parcels in rivers will be declined to 
1,903,781 at the same rate. 
One limitation of present study is that the limited data collected for the analysis contain 

inaccuracy to apply whole national territories. However, in spite of those limitations, we 
believe that our report had explained that parcels reduced at 60 percent will be managed more 
effectively and create additional tax profits to country. 
 
4. INVESTIGATION FOR ESTABLISHING DIGITAL CADASTRAL 

INFORMATION OF NATIONAL LAND 
 
4.1 Cadastral Confirmation Surveying 
 
According to the law of cadaster, boundary confirmation surveying must be implemented 

and has numerical terriers in some projects as Urban Development Act and Rearrangement of 
Agricultural and Fishing Villages Act. Additionally, if Ministry of Land, Transport and 
Maritime Affairs admit the project by 24 of the Cadastral Law, the undertaker could imply 
confirmation survey with numerical terrier not in 11 types of development project. 
For examples, both four-river project and Ara-Baet-Gil project didn’t adopt boundary 

confirmation surveying but choose ordinary dividing surveying. The result clearly shows that 
project area filled with useless tiny parcels. It was found from the result that even if there was 
enormous amount for establishing the development, current nonnumerical cadastral system 
has legal difficulties. 
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Not every developing process in street and river can carry out confirmation surveying, but at 
least essential resources like road, street and some facilities should be managed digital. In 
addition, 7 types of SOC(transportation, spatial facilities, distribution center, cultural facilities, 
prevention facilities, sanitary facilities, environment facilities) as for National Land Use Law 
are necessary to mandate for registering numerical coordinates of boundaries. 
 

4.2 Annexing by Right of Competent Agency 
 
As the law of cadaster, land owner should apply for change of the land to competent agency. 

In case none of application, the lands should be annexed by right of competent agency after 
surveying and researching for the contents. Even though certain parcels are used different way 
from land category in cadastral record, competent agency can survey for oneself and decide 
land category with exact purpose. 
It was explained in the previous chapter how to rearrange the parcels which are equal owner, 

scale and adjacent location. This brings us back to the effectiveness of managing the lands 
and reducing the number of parcels. 
The area of annexed parcels should be sum of the parcels area, but if boundary or area of the 

lands is unclear, there should be boundary surveying or reconnaissance surveying. So as to 
make certain the land’s details, it is necessary to promote enacting a law such as “If the 
precise boundary or coordinate of annexed land are required, cadastral survey should be 
needed.” 
4.3 Connection with Cadastral Resurvey Project 
 
The Cadastral Resurvey Project as a national work can be connected and the budget can be 

spent with designated range. Because the Cadastral Resurvey Project is implemented on the 
zone of cadastral inconsistency where take possession of whole country at 15 percent, if 
streets and rivers of national land is arranged based on digital, there should be positive effects 
to parcels not conducted the Cadastral Resurvey Project. 
 

5. TECHNICAL PROJECT 
 
5.1 Error Checking 
 
The cadastral maps were digitized 10 years ago without collecting errors in long time. For 

instances, there are some parcels having more than two neat lines, lying on border of different 
provinces and not connected each other. The sort of error types classifies four perspectives. 
Overlaying type is overlapped boundaries of parcels and gap type is that two boundaries are 
open and empty. Deflection type seems to drop as a group from original location and random 
pattern type means the boundaries are twisted irregularly. 
In order to enhance establishing digital cadastral information of national land continuously, 

these errors should be collected first. However, there are plenty of errors on parcels and the 
collecting process would not come easy. Therefore, technical projects are essential pre-
requisite to be considered that various kind of errors are arranged more systemically. 
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Figure 6 The type of errors 
 
 
5.2 The way of Deciding Surveying Results 
 
In graphical cadaster, the way of deciding surveying results are in two ways. One is result 

decided by control point and another is decided by fixed objects based on graphical map. 
Decision making method by control point has one result not depend on who survey the land, 
but decision by fixed objects depends on surveyor’s opinions and experiences. For this reason, 
the second way have problems of distinction between surveyors and it causes conflicts of 
boundaries. Figure 7 shows different surveying decision between zone A and B. There are 
numerous occasion of decision making matters across the streets and rivers in Korea.  
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Figure 7 Decision by fixed objects 
 
To digitalize national land of street or river, cadastral surveying decision making process 

should be pre-requisite around the areas. However, the areas are too long and broad to have 
one decision of surveying, so there are chances to exist decisions by fixed objects. After all, 
what is important to keep up establishing digital cadastral Information of national land project 
is that the way of accurate decision making matter will be needed to solve this issue. 
 
 
5.3 The Amount of Achievable Project 
 
Roads are various from narrow streets to broad highway and rivers are also various from 
small stream to national river. Because of limited budget and labors, it is difficult for person 
in charge to arrange every national property registering digital form. As a result, it is 
concluded that there has to be analysis process considering condition of location and 
arrangement and categorize the streets and rivers through the size. 
 
5.4 Definition of Information Possible for Investigation 
 
People use national properties illegally and these problems cause continuous issues, but none 
of accurate investigation is implemented now. So to speak, annual status research provides 
information around national facilities to manage numerical cadastral information. It will 
minimize the management expenses and simplify complicate administrative procedures. In 
order to establish the information system, it is necessary to define possible investigation for 
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land information and both investigation method and alternative for data construction. 
 
6. CONCLUSION 
 
A Guideline for Establishing Digital Cadastral Information of National Land clearly shows 
following effectiveness: 
First, accurate cadastral information could be established by changing the management 
system through arranging small parcels, digitalizing and annexing the affordable streets and 
rivers. Second, latest land use information is provided to prepare policy of public sector and 
promotes effective policy making for land. Third, it is possible for competent agency to grasp 
lands occupied without permission of government easily and set up an action plan to 
compensate the lots. Finally, with managing usage of national land and facilities in digital, the 
departments can reduce the cost of survey the area and affect operating manpower more 
effectively. 
 In this paper, an effective method is suggested to establish national information for national 
facilities by collecting management system of cadastral terrier. This is because changing over 
from graphical map to numerical cadaster means managing every parcel more effectively. In 
conclusion, the managing cost can be reduced and precise national statistics can be acquired 
in convenience. Besides, as managing national lands and surroundings, national spatial data 
infrastructure (NSDI) will form the basis for vitalization and the facilities also will be 
managed by the system without setting up additional system. 
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